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Film preview with public lecture: End of the line. The women of

Standing Rock

SNEAK PEEK

24 January, 2018

More than 100 people attended this event
organized by the Gender Studies Department
at CEU with the collaboration of HRSI and
Visual Studies Platform. Emmy-winning
filmmaker Shannon Kring shared a 20–
minutes excerpt from her documentary about
the unfolding epic of the Standing Rock
movement. The film traces the narratives of
indigenous women activists willing to risk
their lives to stop the Dakota Access oil
pipeline construction. The preview was
followed by a talk and extended Q&A,
moderated by Dr Oksana Sarkisova (Blinken
OSA Archives, Director of Verzio, co-funder of
Visual Studies Platform).
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Ambedkar English tutoring program
26 January and 16 February, 2018

Fifteen dedicated volunteers participated in the fourth and fifth sessions of the English Tutoring program for students of the Ambedkar Secondary School at
CEU. This program aims to enhance the English language skills of students as well as prepare and help enable them to apply for further studies, and introduce
them to a vibrant, multicultural community. On each occasion, between 10-15 students participate in the program, carried out at CEU. The students come to CEU
one time per month until the end of the academic year, on a Friday, and spend the day learning English. Big thanks to our generous tutors!

Human Rights Negotiation Workshop
27 January, 2018

Twenty-four participants attended the one–day intensive workshop on Human Rights Negotiation by Kara
Irwin, US and UK qualified lawyer. Human rights activists are often called upon to work with governments or
with those in opposition to their goals, and good negotiation skills can be critical to achieving a successful
outcome. The workshop explored negotiation theory in transactional and dispute resolution contexts,
focusing on issues relevant to human rights activism, and participants got the opportunity to put their
developing skills into practice in the context of a business and human rights case study. Thank you all for
participating!
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Spanish Tutoring Program
1 February, 2018

Eighteen Spanish speaking volunteers joined the beginning of this year’s
Spanish Tutoring Program that takes place at Madách Imre Secondary
School. The volunteers have weekly encounters with students from 10th,
11th and 12th grade, and give presentations on several topics related to
their cultural backgrounds. They also help them prepare their A levels
exam. Thank you very much for spreading the knowledge of this rich
language!
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Filmscreening: The cut. Exploring Female Genital Mutilation
6 February, 2018
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In commemoration of the International Day of Zero Tolerance for Female
Genital Mutilation, HRSI screened a documentary film by Al Jazeera journalist
Fatma Naib, with opening remarks and debate after the screening, moderated
by Maria Dumitru (Roma Graduate Preparation Program at CEU). The film
describes the personal journey of the director -from Somaliland to Kenya to
Sweden- to explore the traditions and controversies inherent to FGM. Thirty
people attended this event and engaged in a fruitful discussion on this highly
relevant topic for girl’s and women’s health.
During that day, HRSI held an FGM infotable with brochures and a quiz for
raising awareness among the members of our community.

The Vagina Monologues
22 February, 2018

This year, The Vagina Monologues was staged by HRSI at CEU for the 10th time! The play is based on
interviews with over 200 women and is part of the global V-day campaign. Seventeen amazing women, with
and without previous acting experience, worked together with director Ana Belén Amil (Project Manager |
HRSI) to make this performance a reality. We also counted with the participation of generous volunteers
who helped us with logistic and technical tasks.
We raised almost a thousand Euros in donations, that went directly to NANE Women's Rights Association to
fight gender-based violence. Many thanks to the 200 people who attended the play for their generous
contribution. And congratulations to the talented cast for giving life to the stories of women!

Human Resources and Change Management Workshop
24 February, 2018

Twenty-two participants attended this one-day intensive workshop by Eszter Handó, consultant and
MSc in Business Economics, co-organized with Cultural Heritage Studies Program (Department of
Medieval Studies). The workshop focused on providing general understanding in approaching HR as
a strategic area of any organization. The main topics addressed were key roles and responsibilities
within the HR function, talent management and succession planning, capacity and capability building
and change management, and good practices in the field. Participants were introduced to the major
elements of effective human resources management and practices, through basic theory, examples,
case discussions, and skill-development techniques. Thank you for your attendance!

